ABSTRACT As we all known, transfer learning is an effective way to alleviate the sparsity problem in recommender systems by transferring the shared knowledge cross multiple related domains. However, additional related domain is not always available, and auxiliary data may be noisy and this leads to negative transfer. In this paper, we suppose that different parts of one domain also have the shared knowledge and put forward a novel in-domain collaborative filtering framework, which utilizes contextual information to divide an original user-item interaction matrix into some smaller sub-matrices and regards the selected sub-matrices as ''multiple domains'' to establish transfer learning. The proposed framework no longer needs additional domain information and has a better adaptive ability. Also, considering more actual situation that users may have multiple personalities and items may have diverse attributes, we resort to Rating-Matrix Generative Model (RMGM) to generate the shared cluster-level rating pattern. Experiments on dataset Douban with three different categories demonstrate that the proposed framework can improve the prediction accuracy as well as the top-N recommendation performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this fast developing world, the information on the internet is increasing explosively and people's desire for personalized recommendation service promotes the tremendous development of recommender systems.
As the most effective technique in recommender systems, collaborative filtering (CF) [1] - [3] has been applied in many fields. The existing collaborative filtering recommender systems include memory-based and model-based systems [4] . Memory-based algorithms [5] - [7] associate a set of users/items with the target user/item by calculating the similarity between users/items or resorting to some effective clustering techniques, and then predict the unknown preferences by neighbors' information. By contrast, model-based methods [8] - [10] predict missing ratings by training a model. After the parameters in the model are learnt, the model can be used to make prediction.
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In recent years, several models that take advantage of cross-domain information [11] - [13] have been proposed to alleviate the data sparsity problem in recommender systems. Different from the models that focus on transferring knowledge between multiple related domains, Grolman et al. utilized transfer learning for in-domain collaborative filtering and proposed two novel methods: TIE-4-RS and STARS [14] . The former transferred binary event data among different events in the same domain to boost recommendation of the target event while the latter transferred rating patterns from dense sub-areas of the domain to the full domain. Motivated by this work, we suppose that different parts of one domain have the shared rating pattern and achieve transferring the shared rating pattern extracted from some parts to other parts of this domain.
In this paper, we put forward a novel in-domain collaborative filtering framework, which combines context-aware recommendation with transfer learning together to realize recommendation. Firstly, we utilize contextual information to divide the user-item interaction matrix into some smaller sub-matrices. Then we select some sub-matrices that cover all users and items and regard them as ''multiple domains'' to establish transfer learning. Compared to the paper proposed by Ji and Shen [15] , we consider more actual situation that users may have multiple personalities and items may have diverse distributes and utilize Rating-Matrix Generative Model (RMGM) [16] to generate user/item membership matrix and the shared cluster-level rating pattern of the domain.
The main contributions of this paper are: (1) Supposing that different parts of one domain have the shared rating pattern, we propose a novel in-domain collaborative filtering framework to achieve extracting the shared rating pattern from different parts of one domain and further transfer it to other parts of the domain.
(2) Considering the fact that users may have multiple personalities while items may have diverse attributes, we utilize RMGM to cluster users/items and further improve the prediction accuracy.
(3) The proposed framework is robust to the number of clusters. We can select a relatively small number of clusters to achieve good results so that the computational efficiency can be improved.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The related works are reviewed in Section 2. The problem formulation is introduced in Section 3 and the proposed solving framework is discussed in Section 4. Then we list the experimental settings, including dataset selection, evaluation metrics and the selected comparisons, in Section 5. In section 6, the experimental results and relevant analysis are reported. Finally in Section 7, we give the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORKS A. CONTEXT-AWARE RECOMMENDATION
Contextual information (including user context, item context, and rating context), which has been proven to be an efficient medium in improving the recommendation performance, plays a vital role in predicting the missing values of user-item interaction matrix.
Most existing models [17] utilize random decision tree to partition the original user-item interaction matrix into sub-matrices. Zhong et al. proposed RPMF model [18] , which partitioned user-item interaction matrix hierarchically according to the latent factors obtained by matrix factorization in each level and utilized an ensemble model to generate the prediction. Liu et al. split the user-item interaction matrix according to random decision tree generated by contextual information and employed matrix factorization method into each sub-matrix to predict the missing ratings. Also, they incorporated social network information by introducing social regularization term to matrix factorization process and formulated SoCo recommendation algorithm [19] . Context-aware hierarchical Bayesian model [20] presented by Chen et al. used spectral clustering which could handle both categorical and continuous contexts for useritem subgrouping and made predictions for each user-item subgroup by their proposed hierarchical Bayesian model. Yu et al. incorporated context-aware technology into recommender system and put forward the context-aware trust aided recommendation method [21] , which implemented contextawareness through data segmentation by using ontologybased classification and Gaussian mixture model clustering and was better adapted to the diversity and polymorphism of recommendation requirement. Recently, Li et al. put forward a novel context-aware social matrix factorization method named CSIT [22] , which mainly utilized GMM (gaussian mixture model)-based context-aware enhanced model to perform user-item subgrouping and predicted missing ratings by applying their proposed social matrix factorization method to the generated sub-matrices.
Although these models can utilize contextual information to improve the recommendation performance, the implicit relationships between all obtained subgroups are ignored. In this paper, the proposed framework can extract rating pattern shared by different parts of the domain, which reflects the potential relationship between subgroups to some extent.
B. CROSS-DOMAIN CF ALGORITHMS
In recent years, many cross-domain collaborative filtering methods have been proposed to alleviate sparsity problem in recommender systems.
The CBT model [23] proposed by Li et al. compressed ratings in auxiliary rating matrix into a cluster-level rating pattern referred as codebook and reconstructed the target rating matrix by expanding the codebook. Then Li et al. extended CBT model and presented RMGM [16] , which extended flexible mixture model into multi-task version and established the relatedness across multiple rating matrices by finding the shared cluster-level rating pattern. After that, many models which resort to these two models have been proposed. Moreno et al. raised TALMUD model [24] , which learned the relatedness of multiple domains automatically and transferred knowledge from all these domains to target domain. Top-N-GR model [15] established by Ji et al. partitioned the user-item interaction matrix into some smaller sub-matrices firstly and then matrix factorization was applied into these sub-matrices to generate codebooks. The codebooks were expanded to produce different approximations and further the final prediction was constructed by weightsum of multiple approximations. Ji et al. also put forward a clustering-based reconstructive method [25] , which compressed a low-rank approximation into a cluster-level rating pattern as codebook to construct the improved approximation. Zhang et al. borrowed domain adaptation technique to maintain information consistency during the transfer learning process and established cross-domain recommender system with consistent information transfer [26] , which could extract consistent knowledge of different domains and improve the recommendation performance. Recently, He et al. proposed a robust multiple-rating-pattern transfer learning model [27] which leveraged rating patterns from multiple incomplete source domains to boost the quality of recommender systems. VOLUME 7, 2019 After that, He et al. further presented adaptive codebook transfer learning model [28] , which could discover the appropriate codebook scale efficiently and automatically based on the features and size of the source domain.
In addition to above models, Pan et al. took into account the data heterogeneity and established a principled matrix factorization based transfer learning framework named CST (Coordinate System Transfer) [29] , which constructed the coordinate systems for users and items by applying sparse matrix tri-factorization on the auxiliary data and then utilized novel regularization technique to adapt the coordinate systems for modeling target domain data. This algorithm shows the effectiveness of incorporating two-sided auxiliary knowledge (i.e. user and item side information) into target domain to alleviate the data sparsity problem. Then Pan and Yang also presented TCF (Transfer by Collective Factorization) model [30] , iTCF (Interaction-rich Transfer by Collective Factorization) algorithm [31] , and TMF (Transfer by Mixed Factorization) framework [32] to improve the performance of recommendation. Recently, Yu et al. converted the recommendation problem into classification problem and proposed two two-side cross-domain collaborative filtering algorithms: CTSIF-SVMs [33] and TSEUIF [34] . The former utilized the intrinsic user and item features inferred from auxiliary domains to compose the feature vector and regarded the corresponding rating as the class label, and employed SVMs model to solve the converted classification problem. The latter expanded the two-dimensional location feature vector by extracting extra user and item features via the latent factor space of auxiliary domains, and took user and item location as the feature vector and rating as the label. Then the classifier trained from the decision tree algorithm was used for predicting missing ratings. These algorithms provide a new point of view for cross-domain collaborative filtering recommender systems.
The existing methods prove the effectiveness of crossdomain collaborative filtering. In this paper, we divide the user-item interaction matrix into some smaller sub-matrices and suppose that the selected sub-matrices from different parts of the domain share the same rating pattern. Further, we regard the selected sub-matrices as ''different domains'' and establish in-domain collaborative filtering.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In general, recommender systems utilize rating matrix (see Fig.1(a) ) to make recommendation. Recently, rich contextual information for ratings (see Fig.1 (b)) in some datasets is available, providing a new information for recommendation.
Assume there are a user set and an item set, users can rate items based on their preferences. The user-item rating matrix is denoted by R ∈ R n×m , where n and m are the number of users and items in the system respectively. As mentioned before, We also assume that the ratings are in the same scale and each rating is associated with a set of contextual information X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x h }. In this paper, we consider integrating contextual information into in-domain version of RMGM to improve recommendation quality. We will utilize contextual information to generate random decision trees and further partition the rating matrix. Specifically, at each level of the decision tree, we randomly choose one contextual information from the set X to partition the rating matrix. After partition, there will be a series of corresponding sub-matrices. We will select different appropriate sub-matrices each time and resort to in-domain version of RMGM to reconstruct multiple approximations of R (see (2)), and further combine all approximations under the decision tree by weight-sum approach.
Li et al. [23] found that the users/items with similar attributes could be clustered into the same group and further put forward the concept of ''codebook'' to denote the clusterlevel rating pattern of original rating matrix. Furthermore, they established the RMGM [16] , which could recover missing ratings of multiple related domains. Supposing that the related domains are R (γ ) ∈ R n γ ×m γ (γ = 1, 2, · · · , z), the goal of RMGM is to learn the user membership matrix
, and the shared codebook B ∈ R k ×l to approximate z domains, that is    R (1) . . .
Then the optimization problem of RMGM can be expressed as:
where W (γ ) is the indicator matrix of R (γ ) with W
ij is nonzero and W (γ ) ij = 0 otherwise. In this paper, we suppose that different parts of one domain have the shared rating pattern and select some sub-matrices to extract it. Supposing that the selected sub-matrices are {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S f } (the detailed selection process will be elaborated in Section IV-B), we regard the sub-matrices as ''different domains'' to establish transfer learning. Note that the selection of sub-matrices may lead to the change of users'/items' order in original rating matrix R, we usê R ∈ R n×m to denote rearranged rating matrix of R. That iŝ R = QR, where Q is a permutation matrix.
Similar to RMGM, we want to learn the user membership 
T f ] Thus we can formulate the optimization problem forR as:
whereŴ ∈ R n×m is the indicator matrix ofR withŴ ij = 1 if R ij is nonzero andŴ ij = 0 otherwise.
IV. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Considering that it is difficult to solve the proposed optimization problem directly, this section introduces our solving method. First, we utilize contextual information to build a random decision tree and further generate related submatrices set. Then we select appropriate sub-matrices to establish in-domain transfer learning and further generate user/item membership matrix of each sub-matrix and the shared cluster-level rating pattern. After that, we reconstruct the improved approximation of the original rating matrix by simple matrix multiplication. Because there are multiple selections of sub-matrices under each decision tree, we combine all approximations under the tree by weight-sum approach. The flowchart of our proposed framework is shown in Fig.2 .
If there are G types of decision trees, we will generate G matrix approximations {R 1 ,R 2 , · · · ,R G } of R and take the average of these G matrix approximations as the final prediction.
A. RANDOM DECISION TREE CONSTRUCTION
In this paper, we want to extract some sub-matrices that cover all users and items to establish in-domain transfer learning. Random decision tree just happens to be an effective way to achieve dividing original user-item interaction matrix into some smaller sub-matrices. VOLUME 7, 2019 Contextual information appeared in recommender systems, such as time and average value of ratings, can be used to establish the decision tree [15] , [19] . At each level of tree, we randomly choose a context x i from the predefined contextual information set X to partition the user-item interaction matrix. Once the context is used, it will be removed from the contextual information set to ensure that every context is used only once. The partition will cease when one of the conditions is met: (1) all the contexts have been processed; (2) the tree has reached the predefined height; (3) there are not enough ratings to partition in current node. The partition process is depicted in Fig.3 . To better understand the partition process, we illustrate it with a two-level decision tree. Just like we do in our experiment, we choose the context ''number of ''wish'' on the target item'' in the first level of the decision tree, the original rating matrix can be divided into two parts by items. Then we choose the context ''average value of the ratings provided by the target user'' in the second level, the original rating matrix can be further divided into four parts, namely four submatrices obtained from the decision tree.
B. SUB-MATRICES SELECTION AND IN-DOMAIN TRANSFER LEARNING
If the random decision tree has been constructed according to Section IV-A, we can obtain a series of sub-matrices. Based on this, We will select a group of sub-matrices to establish in-domain transfer learning.
As shown in Fig.4 , we use gray blocks to denote the selected sub-matrices. A1 and A2 are the number of blocks in each row and column respectively. If the original user-item interaction matrix R is divided into 2 × 2 block matrix based on some contextual information, there will be two selections of sub-matrices, 1(a) or 1(b). Similarly, if we divide the original matrix into 3 × 3 block matrix, there will be six selections of sub-matrices, 2(a)-2(f). By that analogy, we can obtain multiple partitions of the original matrix based on different amounts of contextual information. We can also find that even if the partition is based on the same contextual information, there are still multiple selections of sub-matrices. In general, the sub-matrices' selection must follow two conditions: (1) the selected sub-matrices can cover all users and items appeared in the user-item interaction matrix; (2) users/items only appeared in one of the selected sub-matrices.
Considering that there are multiple selections of submatrices, we just discuss one of these selections, denoted by selection s, as an example. Here, sub-matrices {S t 1 , S t 2 , · · · , S t f } which satisfy above conditions under tree t are selected and we regard them as ''different domains'' to establish in-domain transfer learning.
As is well-known, users may have multiple personalities while items may have diverse distributes in actual situation. More specifically, one user may like different kinds of movies such as comedy, romance, and adventure, and one movie may belong to action or horror, that is, a multi-label description for users and items is necessary. In this paper, we utilize the multi-task version of Flexible Mixture Model [35] -Rating Matrix Generative Model to cluster users and items.
Suppose that there are K user clusters {c
V } in the shared clusterlevel rating pattern. P(c (k) U |u) is the conditional probability of user u belonging to user cluster c
V |v) for item v has similar definition. r is a variable which denotes the preference of user clusters to item clusters and further P(r|c
V ) is the conditional probability of r given user cluster c Then the rating for user u on item v is defined as
According to literature [16] , the users and items in the selected sub-matrices can be drawn from the user and item mixture models which are in terms of the two latent cluster variables while corresponding ratings can be drawn from the conditional distributions given the latent cluster variables, that is:
where (4) defines the user-item joint mixture model and (5) defines the cluster-level rating model. After training the RMGM on the pooled rating data ∪ y S t y (for detail, see [16] ), the user membership matrix
for all the selected sub-matrices and the shared cluster-level rating pattern B s are acquired:
and
where {u (1) , u (2) , · · · , u (f ) } and {v (1) , v (2) , · · · , v (f ) } are user sets and item sets corresponding to the selected sub-matrices
Then the approximation ofR s (rearranged rating matrix of R for sub-matrices' selection s) is:
The approximation of R for sub-matrices' selection s under tree t is:R where Q s is the permutation matrix corresponding to the selection s.
C. FINAL PREDICTION
If we choose M selections of sub-matrices under tree t, there will be M approximations of the original rating matrix R. We combine M approximations by weight-sum approach, which is proposed by Moreno et al. [24] and used by Ji and Shen [15] in their paper, to generate the approximation under tree t.
The weight values [α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α M ] T are calculated as following:
where
W is the indicator matrix of R with W ij = 1 if R ij is nonzero and W ij = 0 otherwise.
Then the prediction for tree t is defined bȳ
When choosing different contexts in each level, we will obtain different random decision trees and further different sub-matrices sets. If there are G decision trees, we will take the average value of G reconstructive approximations as the final prediction, that isR
In this section, we summarize the above process and give the proposed algorithm:
Step 1: Random Decision Tree Construction. We choose some contexts randomly from contextual information set and construct the corresponding decision tree. Then we can generate related sub-matrices from the tree.
Step 2: Sub-matrices Selection and In-domain Transfer Learning. We select some sub-matrices that cover all users and items appeared in the user-item rating matrix and establish in-domain transfer learning. After that, we can obtain the user/item membership matrix and the shared cluster-level rating pattern.
Step 3: Approximation Reconstruction. We reconstruct the approximations for each sub-matrices' selection under one tree and combine the approximations by weight-sum approach. Then we take the average value of all approximations under different trees as the final prediction.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In this section, we mainly list the statistical information of the selected dataset and the performance estimation metrics in detail. VOLUME 7, 2019 A. DATASETS DESCRIPTION The dataset used in this paper is Douban dataset. As one of the Chinese online social network site, Douban provides reviews and recommendation services for movies, books, and musics. And in this network site, users can rate items in 5-scale (i.e. from 1 to 5) and all ratings are associated with a set of contextual information. Thus, we use the Douban dataset shared by Erheng Zhong [18] , which consists of three categories of datasets in different domains, i.e. movie, book, and music to test the performance of the proposed framework. We delete the users and items that have less ratings in three categories of Douban dataset to form the datasets used in this paper. The basic information of the processed datasets are listed in Table 1 . 
B. EVALUATION METRICS
In this paper, firstly we utilize two common error metrics, which are the most popular accuracy measures in recommender systems, to evaluate the prediction accuracy. Then considering the current research trend, we further select some well-known performance metrics to measure the ranked list generated by the proposed framework.
1) ERROR METRICS
The first one is the MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and it is defined as
where R test denotes the set of ratings appeared in testing set. Another one is the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and it is defined as
The magnitude of MAE and RMSE indicates the prediction accuracy for the ratings in testing set. Smaller MAE and RMSE mean higher accuracy.
2) PERFORMANCE METRICS
We adopt the same approach proposed in [36] to form the ranked lists.
Similar to information retrieval evaluation, we use P (Precision) and F 1 (F 1 -measure) to estimate the quality of the top-N recommendation. We investigate the variables appeared in following contingency table [37] : Then P and F 1 can be computed as follows:
, F 1 = 2PR P + R Considering that the position of the relevant items in recommendation list is also important, NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) [37] is selected to measure the quality of the recommendation list:
where I i = 1 if the item at position i is rated by the user in test set and I i = 0 otherwise. IDCG is computed based on the perfect ranking.
In addition to that, for the ranked list of each user u, AP (Average Precision) is defined as:
where D denotes the number of correctly recommended items and P(R d ) is the precision computed at the point of correctly recommended item d in the ranked list. Then MAP (Mean Average Precision), which provides a single-figure measure of quality across recall levels [37] , is computed by:
Higher P, F1, MAP and NDCG mean better top-N recommendation performance.
C. COMPARISONS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework, the following methods will be used as the comparisons in the experiments.
1) PMF
The probabilistic matrix factorization model [38] scales linearly with the number of observations and performs well on large, sparse, and imbalanced dataset. Also, it only uses user-item interaction information. Thus, we select it as the elementary method when dealing with MCoC algorithm and SoCo model. 
2) MCoC
Considering that users have multiple personalities while items have multiple attributes, Multiclass Co-Clustering algorithm [39] extends traditional Co-Clustering model by clustering both users and items into multiple subgroups. Then it combines the predictions from all subgroups together to generate the final results. Due to the same situation in this paper, we select MCoC model for comparison.
3) SoCo
SoCo [19] is a context-aware recommendation model, which partitions the original rating matrix into sub-matrices based on the contextual information firstly and then utilizes social PMF method to fill in the missing values in each submatrix. The contextual information is also used in this paper, we choose SoCo algorithm for comparison.
4) GR
Group-aware Recommendation method [15] proposed by Ji et al. considers utilizing filled sub-matrices as codebook to reconstruct the approximations. They believe that a user or an item just belong to one group. In this paper, we consider more actual condition which associate a user/item with more than one group and compare the results with this one.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we analyze experimental results from the following two perspectives: performance comparisons and parameters selection.
A. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
In this paper, we divide each category of Douban dataset into an 80 percent training part and a 20 percent testing part randomly and implement five-fold cross validation to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed framework.
To establish random decision trees, we will utilize the same four types of available contextual information about Douban dataset as SoCo and GR do: (a) number of ''wish'' on the target item; (b) average value of the ratings provided by the target user; (c) hour-of-day of ratings for users/items; (d) day-of-week of ratings for users/items. Based on the parameters' analysis, the height of decision trees is set to two and we will construct four types of decision trees to generate VOLUME 7, 2019 corresponding sub-matrices. The contextual information (one for users and the other for items) in each decision tree can be chosen from the above four types randomly. The contexts used in this paper and their orders are: (1) (a) → (b); (2) (c)(for users) → (c)(for items); (3) (d)(for users) → (d)(for items); (4) (c)(for users) → (a).
We list MAE and RMSE values of the selected algorithms and the improved values of the proposed framework when compared with the corresponding algorithms under different proportions of training data in Table 3 -5. We can find that the latter three methods using contextual information perform significantly better than the former two, indicating that the context-aware collaborative filtering has a positive effect on prediction accuracy. Especially, the proposed framework performs better than the SoCo model and the GR algorithm, showing that in-domain transfer learning strategy and multilabel strategy both are effective.
Then the top-N recommendation performance comparisons on three categories of Douban dataset are recorded in Table 6 . Here, due to the shortage of click information of users, we utilize testing data to approximate users' click action [39] . We can discover that the performance of the proposed framework is similar to SoCo model and both of them have superior performance when compared with other models.
Experimental results show that the performance of the proposed framework outperforms that of other algorithms on all datasets as a whole. The concerned reasons are mainly as follows: (1) The CF methods on the sub-matrices established from contextual information can generate better prediction; (2) Multi-label description for users and items is more realistic; (3) The cluster-level rating pattern extracted from the selected sub-matrices can effectively reflect the content of the user-item interaction matrix.
B. PARAMETERS SELECTION
As we all known, parameters selection has great influence on the performance of almost all algorithms. Here, we analyze the effects of parameters (mainly the number of groups for user/item, the number of trees, the height of tree in this paper) on the performance of the proposed framework.
1) NUMBER OF GROUPS FOR USERS/ITEMS
From Table 7-9, we can find that the number of clusters for users/items has little impact on the prediction accuracy in our experiments. Here, considering the computational efficiency, we fix the number of clusters for users K = 10 while the number of clusters for items L = 10 through all the experiments.
2) NUMBER OF TREES
If we choose different contextual information, different decision trees can be constructed. Considering that more number of decision trees means more computing power, we research the effect of the number of trees on the prediction accuracy. Fig.5 shows the change of MAE/RMSE with the number of decision trees from 1 to 5 and we can find that the optimal value for the number of trees is 4 on all datasets.
3) HEIGHT OF TREE
More contextual information will increase the height of a decision tree and the number of sub-matrices. We study the effect of the height on the prediction accuracy. In Fig.6 , we plot the change of MAE/RMSE with the height from 1 to 4. We observe that more contextual information may not necessarily lead to better prediction accuracy. In this paper, the height of tree H = 2 can achieve the best accuracy.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper researches how to combine context-aware recommendation with in-domain collaborative filtering to improve recommendation accuracy. We firstly consider utilizing contextual information to construct random decision tree and further divide the entire user-item interaction matrix into a series of smaller sub-matrices. Then we suppose that these sub-matrices from different parts of one domain share the same rating pattern and establish in-domain transfer learning. Considering more actual situation that users may have multiple personalities and items may have diverse attributes, we select RMGM as the basic component of our model.
The proposed framework provides a novel approach to utilize the transfer learning technique for in-domain collaborative filtering and no longer needs to import additional domain information. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed framework can not only improve the prediction accuracy effectively, but also is robust to the number of clusters in our experiments.
